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Heart rate sensor
in handlebar

Connectivity with
your training center

Transport wheels
for easy movement

CARDIO
CARDIO is our line of greatest benefits for gyms and
athletes looking for the best cardio equipment.
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CARDIO TREADMILL

DESCRIPTION
A robust and reliable treadmill with customized training programs for your cardio workouts. 
It has a wide running surface, reaches 20km/h and incorporates a professional cushioning 
system that will make your stride more comfortable. Ideal for intensive use in gyms.

DIMENSIONS
208 x 88 x 169 cm

WEIGHT
212 kg

DISPLAY
LCD DOT Screen 21’’
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CARDIO TREADMILL

MAX. USER WEIGHT
150 kg 

RUNNING SURFACE
56 x 152 cm

ROLLER DIAMETER
Front roller: 89 mm
Rear roller: 76 mm

FOOTREST WIDTH
146 mm

DECK STEP HEIGHT
245 mm

SPEED
1 - 20 km/h

INCLINE RATE
0 – 15 %

RUNNING BELT
HabasitTM: Maintenance-free treadmill belt

MOTOR
Professional AC Motor.

MOTOR PEAK
10 HP

ELECTRICAL SPECS
125V (60Hz) / 220-240V (50Hz)

DECK TYPE
Reversible 25 mm



CARDIO TREADMILL

CUSHIONING SYSTEM
PULFLEXTM 12-point professional 
cushioning system (medically 
recommended to prevent injury to the
ankles, knees and lower back).

TRANSMISSION
POLY-V® belt drive system and Kevlar 
strings offer a smooth, fluid stroke.

TRANSPORT WHEELS
The product has two wheels to facilitate 
transport.

EMERGENCY BRAKE
Available via a large red button on the 
center panel and a lanyard, which can 
be attached to clothing.

DISPLAY FUNCTIONS
Date | Volumen | Fan | Time | Distance | 
Calories | Speed | Incline | Heart Rate | 
Start / Stop.

EXERCICE MODES
Mountain | X-Country | Fat Burn | Cardio | 
Strength | Intervals | Manual |
Time | Distance | Calories | Heart Rate

HEART RATE
Available, including connectivity with Polar, 
Garmin and other sport brands.

EXTRAS
Tray, cup holder and fan.

DESIGN PROCESS
Ergonomic and biomechanical study under 
our associated Professional’s supervision and 
by professional athletes. After a long design 
process; from the drawing of the sketch, 
engineering research, prototypes making, 
and tested by Professionals athletes our 
products are released to the market.
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